The Mount Olive Public Library is pleased to present, for a repeat performance, Peter Biedermann – Solo Instrumental Guitarist on Monday, September 26th at 6:30-7:30pm in our Gathering Room.

Peter Biedermann is a solo instrumental guitarist based in Green Valley, AZ who has been composing and performing for over 40 years. The common thread throughout his musical background is crossing the boundaries of music genres. This hybrid contemporary style melds elements of American and European folk with jazz and blues shadings underpinned by subtle ambient electronics.

He will be focusing on pieces from his latest recording “Tales from The Desert” on a variety of 6 and 12 string guitars in unique tunings. The program encourages questions from the audience and will also include some of the history and evolution of steel string guitar playing over the last 50+ years.

CD’s will be available for sale after the performance.

Registration is required!
Click here to Register